
“Trance Collection 2” - Is a massive bundle pack, perfect for trance producer: 27 
Templates for your DAW, 75 presets for Spire, Over 100 MIDI’s and more. Every project 
uses a minimum of 3rd party plugins, projects and presets are prepared with care for details, 
name, color, playlist, everything clean and easy to learn. Each project gives you something 
completely different. 
 
Let's see what is inside: 
 
“Classic Uplifting By ReOrder” - If you are trance producer you know ReOrder fo sure. 
This producer is a legend with many years of experience. This project is a fully arranged 
track. If you are looking for a really, really professional project with complex techniques then 
this is something you are looking for. Also, ReOrder use this project to teach people on 
Masterclass event and online course. Now is available on OST Audio. 
 Available for Ableton, Cubase, FL Studio, Logic Pro. Go to the product page above for more 
info. 
 
“State Of Uplifting” - Another fully arranged trance production. This project shows you how 
to create an arrangement like a boss. Also, this project is a good tool to learn synths layers, 
bass layers, how to glue everything in the mixing & mastering and much, much more. 
 Available for Ableton, Cubase, FL Studio. Go to the product page above for more info. 
 
“Classic Uplifting VOL.1” - Ohh classic trance… In times of modern sounds and simple 
melodies, classic trance can be something new for many listeners. Return to the roots of the 
genre, surprise listeners with the amazing MIDI melodies contained in this package. MIDI is 
not enough? Open 4 projects in your DAW and get inspiration from the creator himself. Don’t 
worry about classic trance sounds. 20 presets for Spire are included.  
 Available for Ableton, Cubase, FL Studio. Go to the product page above for more info. 
 
“Trance Legends Remakes” - Marlo, Daniel Kandi, Armin Van Buuren, true legends right? 
Check out one of their biggest hits in your DAW. This pack included 3 shorts remakes. 
 Available for Ableton, Cubase, FL Studio. Go to the product page above for more info. 
 
“Trance Legends Remakes Vol. 2” - This time we looked at the songs by Audien, Mark 
Sixma, Chris Schweizer and Standerwick. If you ever wondered how these guys produced 
his track you can check this in these 4 projects. 
 Available for Ableton, Cubase, FL Studio. Go to the product page above for more info. 
 
 
“Classic Uplifting VOL.2” - Second edition of the very successful pack. another portion of 
40 MIDI files and of course, 4 projects for your DAW presenting these melodies using the 
bonus sounds for Spire and Sylenth1. What about mixing these MIDIs with projects form 
VOL.1?  
 Available for Ableton, Cubase, FL Studio. Go to the product page above for more info. 
 
“Future Trance Basslines Vol.2” - There was a lot about classic trance. Now we will deal 
with the future! The bassline is one of the most important elements in the trance track and is 



often the starting point. We looked at the latest trends from the trance scene and tried to 
overtake them by preparing for you these 3 ready basslines. 
 Available for Ableton, Cubase, FL Studio. Go to the product page above for more info. 
 
 
“Powerful Trance & Psy Trance Vol.2” - This series is one of the bestselling Spire 
soundbank ever. Long-held the highest positions in top charts and using by iconic producers. 
75 carefully prepared sounds for Spire + 6 inspiration projects for your DAW shows you how 
you use it. This pack is based on a modern trance style. Sounds like this are used in major 
labels. Very powerful and clear sounds. 
 Available for Ableton, Cubase, FL Studio. Go to the product page above for more info. 
 
 
 
You can click on the selected product to see more details like VST versions, DAW versions, 
YouTube preview and more.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 


